Tax in the Defense and Space
Sector in Central and Eastern
Europe
Tax
In the complex world of tax, our role is simple: to serve as an extension of your business. At Dentons, our value
comes from seeing your business as you do and collaborating with you every step of the way. Together, we will
develop and implement a plan based on your needs and aspirations—one that proactively identifies creative,
integrated commercial tax-saving solutions.
When you engage Dentons for tax services, you’re getting an interdisciplinary team that understands how tax law
meshes with other areas of the law—corporate, real estate and litigation, to name a few. You are drawing from a
focused team with years of experience in your industry. It’s a cross-border, multijurisdictional group that seamlessly
mixes local knowledge with the right resources in order for your business to stay nimble and robust.
Whether excise or extra-jurisdictional, taxes will always impact your business. As regulations and issues shift and
evolve, Dentons will work with you to ensure you stay ahead—with your goals as our guide.
Dentons’ comprehensive tax services include experience in worldwide jurisdictions, as well as in matters relating to
individuals and private companies, multinational companies, listed companies, blue-chips, partnerships and other
transparent entities, tax-advantaged investing and more.
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Defense and Space
The global defense industry deals in complex, very high-value products, vital to the security of numerous nations.
Defense contractors operate at the interface of business and government and much of what they do, including their
research and development, is both publicly funded and subject to tight security. Governments compete many defense
contracts, but some are directly negotiated without competition, and so long-term relationships with government
entities are critical. Defense industry disputes can be substantial, complex and involve such issues as procurement
law, sovereign contracts, intellectual property and, often, international trade.
The defense industry therefore demands lawyers able to work on the most valuable and complex competitive
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processes, contracts and disputes; lawyers who understand how both government and business work and whose
discretion is assured; and lawyers who can apply their skills and experience in exacting circumstances and strict
security.
Dentons’ lawyers work for defense contractors and governments globally. They deploy deep understanding of public
and private law to work on major platform, systems and ordinance sales and purchases, contracts for the
management of defense sites and facilities, and the operation and maintenance of defense equipment. Dentons’
lawyers will represent you in defense industry disputes and litigation of every kind, with confidence grounded in real
industry knowledge.
Dentons’ services include working closely with corporate clients to develop strategies to secure government
contracting opportunities. We also act as trusted advisers to government clients in navigating public law to design
procurement processes in competitive and non-competitive procurements.
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